Integrated Azure Management
Monitor, automate and manage your IT systems in a single seamless interface

The IT Management Challenge
The explosion in our use of data and applications is creating significant challenges when it comes to the management
of IT systems. The sprawl of growing on-premise and cloud environments can lead to siloed infrastructure and
operations, making it difficult to react quickly to rapidly changing business requirements.
Simply going “cloud first” without planning your management strategy can lead to unnecessary complexity. Rather
than improve performance, this approach can often cause a reduction in application performance and responsiveness
because the right tools and processes have not been put in place. If the IT team cannot diagnose and rectify issues
at speed, it becomes difficult to predict when issues might occur which ultimately leads to frustration for users.

What is the solution?
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SystemsUp has a proven methodology that doesn’t just look at implementing
a toolset, but considers the overall business objectives. We design a solution
complete with data interfaces and processes that integrate with your cloud

Modern
Management

implementations; on-premise systems; data stores and feeds; and any other
management tools and processes you have implemented. The objective is
to provide a single view of infrastructure and applications, incorporating
management, monitoring, automation and security, supported by clear
processes, to ensure that your business reaps the benefits.
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SystemsUp works with you to:
•

Define your requirements and business objectives

•

Model and review your support, management and

•

Provide a process, system and infrastructure 		
overview and solution design

monitoring processes against your business 		

•

Create an implementation plan

objectives

•

Implement the integrated Azure
management solution
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Underpinned by Microsoft Operations Management Suite (OMS)
SystemsUp combines years of experience and best practice guidance from Microsoft to prepare you for successful
deployment and help you realise the value of your investment. Using Microsoft Operations Management Suite (OMS)
you can manage cross platform and protect applications and workloads across Azure, AWS, Windows Server, Linux,
VMware, and OpenStack at a lower cost than competitive solutions.

What Does OMS offer?
•

In-depth insights with advanced log analytics

•

The ability to define recovery plans

Integrated log management across your physical, virtual

Easily manage recovery points and continuously monitor

and cloud infrastructure allows you to identity the root

the health of your environment.

cause of any operational issues. You can pinpoint any
capacity shortages and investigate “what-if” scenarios.

•

Comprehensive updates assessment

Across your data centres and public clouds, combined
•

Improved operational efficiency through 		

with detection of breaches and threats via malware

automation

assessment.

Allows you to create runbooks to securely manage and
monitor tasks across on-premise and cloud environments.
These runbooks can be automated to reduce management
overhead.

Our experience will ensure success
Our cloud experts have successfully migrated more than 100 companies to the cloud. Their experience will help you extract the
best value from Azure.

About SystemsUp
SystemsUp is a highly regarded professional services company and delivers outstanding cloud consultancy services with consistent year-onyear growth through the success of our clients.
SystemsUp delivers successful cloud transformation engagements in the public and private sectors. Our clients range from high profile
government departments, FTSE 100 and global blue chip companies, to smaller specialist organisations and application vendors across all
markets.
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